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As Cancer
an independent,
hospitalHospital offers
The
Centernonprofit
at El Camino
with campuses
Viewnurturing
and
El Camino Hospital has a longstanding
reputation
world-class
care in
inMountain
afor
pleasant,
environment.
Los Gatos,
we are
empowered to do
cutting-edge medicine, but the
of and
the
Genomic
Ourlaunch
services
resources
are centralized for patient
whatever it takes to bring you the finest
Medicine Institute could be our
most groundbreaking
convenience:
Patients canmove
see their oncologist and other
quality care. Our administrative leadership
yet. As the first community specialists
hospitalhelps
inor
the
nation
to
provide
receive
outpatient
treatments in the same
foster a dynamic, collaborative
physicians with the tools and
to realize
benefits
part support
of the
hospital
campus.
This also
makes it easier for our
environment.
Ourthe
world-class
physicians
actively
seek
the latest
treatments
and
of this rapidly growing field,
we look
forward
to
bringing
the
various
specialists
toout
work
closely
together.
technologies
to benefit our patients. And
advances of genomic medicine to our
patients.
all of our nurses, staff and volunteers share
While cancer
is a formidable foe, we are determined to do
our commitment to excellence. Together, we
Research in genomic medicine
is white-hot:
New
developments
everything
we
to treat
— and
beat it.in
We have assembled
do can
our utmost
to it
bring
you compassionate,
the discipline could radically
change
the way multidisciplinary
wemedical
practice
medicine.
an incredibly
talented
team
comprehensive
care
that is
truly of physicians and
At the leading edge of staff
genomics,
therapies
canto
now
bemedical
targeted
to We make it our
that works
together
manage
every
case.
state-of-the-art.
Our
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specialties
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cancer
care,
and
vascular in cancer research
the molecular characteristics
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disease,
withalldramatic
mission to
up with
the heart
latestoutcomes
advances
genomic
and reduced side effects.
areservices,
already
more thanaccess
2,000tomedicine,
genetic
and There
are committed
toneuroscience,
providing
the most sophisticated
ophthalmology, orthopedic and
tests available that are
specific toand
aurology,
disease
or a drug
—comprehensive
and that
treatments
technologies.
Our
cancer
spine surgery, weight loss surgery, and
number is expected to
doublefeature:
as early
as
next
year.
The
information
services
women’s health.
gleaned from these tests enables physicians to tailor treatment and
•Patient-centered,
coordinated
care
a more
detailed
atof
ourdangerous
medications to individual patients.For
This
reduces
thelook
risk
capabilities,
please
visit
our
Web
site
fellowship-trained
oncology specialists
complications, makes •Board-certified,
care more cost-effective,
and, most importantly,
at www.elcaminohospital.org.
saves lives.
•Support programs for patients and families

High-Risk Breast Program

•Access to clinical trials
Reliable, well-researched, and medically valuable genomic tests
•Prevention
andthese
wellness
programs
and therapies are available
today, but
advances
have not yet
become the standard of•Palliative
care. When
it and
comes
tomanagement
the application of
care
pain
genomic medicine to their
individual
specialties,
physicians lack
2500
Grant Road
•Genetic
counseling
both information and clinical support.
Mountain View, CA 94040
•Tumor Board
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About El Camino Hospital

Overview of Services

As an independent, nonprofit hospital
with campuses in Mountain View and
Los Gatos, we are empowered to do
whatever it takes to bring you the finest
quality care. Our administrative leadership
helps foster a dynamic, collaborative
environment. Our world-class physicians
actively seek out the latest treatments and
technologies to benefit our patients. And
all of our nurses, staff and volunteers share
our commitment to excellence. Together, we
do our utmost to bring you compassionate,
comprehensive medical care that is truly
state-of-the-art. Our key medical specialties
include cancer care, heart and vascular
services, neuroscience, genomic medicine,
urology, ophthalmology, orthopedic and
spine surgery, and women’s health.

For aback
more detailed
look at our
your discomfort and help you get
to enjoying
normal,

capabilities,
our Web
site
review particularly complex cases
withplease
our visit
Tumor
Board,

everyday activities.

For a more detailed look at our

at joint
www.elcaminohospital.org.
Our team of
care specialists includes our world-class

capabilities, please visit our Web site
at www.elcaminohospital.org.

For a more detailed look at our
capabilities, please visit our Web site
at www.elcaminohospital.org.

2500 Grant Road,
Mountain View, CA 94040

2500 Grant Road,
Mountain View, CA 94040

800-216-5556

800-216-5556
www.elcaminohospital.org

surgeons,
physicalweekly
and occupational
an even larger team of
expertsnurses,
that meets
to consulttherapists, and care
coordinators. Their goal is to help you heal and return to a full,

on treatment decisions.
active life. We perform hundreds of successful total joint
replacements each year using the most advanced surgical
procedures available.
2500 Grant Road

Mountain View, CA 94040

800-216-5556
www.elcaminohospital.org

www.elcaminohospital.org
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Need a specialist referral? Visit our
Web site or call the El Camino Hospital
Health Line at 800-216-5556.

Need a doctor referral? Visit our
Web site or call the El Camino Hospital
Health Line at 800-216-5556.

Need a doctor referral? Visit our
Web site or call the El Camino Hospital
Health Line at 800-216-5556.
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Overview of Services

Joint Replacement
Program

Overview of Services

Overview of Ser vices

each patient’s individual
circumstances. Our physicians
choose to continue to work with our therapists as outpatients.

ORT H O P E D I C S E R V I C E S

About El Camino Hospital

As an independent, nonprofit hospital
with campuses in Mountain View and
Los Gatos, we are empowered to do
whatever it takes to bring you the finest
quality care. Our administrative leadership
Over the past 40 years, total joint
replacement
helps foster a dynamic, collaborative
environment. Our world-class physicians
surgery has been proven to relieve
severe knee or
actively seek out the latest treatments and
technologies to benefit our patients. And
hip pain and restore function in
the vast majority of
all of our nurses, staff and volunteers share
our commitment to excellence. Together, we
patients. New advances in prosthesis
design,
do our utmost
to bringsurgical
you compassionate,
comprehensive medical care that is truly
techniques, pain control, and rehabilitation
surgery
state-of-the-art. Ourmake
key medical
specialties
include cancer care, heart and vascular
more successful than ever. By replacing
your diseased
joint
services, neuroscience,
genomic medicine,
urology, ophthalmology, orthopedic and
with an artificial joint, replacement
surgery
can relieve
spine surgery,
and women’s
health.

As an independent, nonprofit hospital
with campuses in Mountain View and
Los Gatos, we are empowered to do
whatever it takes to bring you the finest
quality care. Our administrative leadership
Expert cancer care requires the
close coordination of
helps foster a dynamic, collaborative
environment. Our
world-class
physicians
REHABILITATION
AFTER
YOUR
SURGERY
oncologists, surgeons, radiation
oncologists,
pathologists,
actively seek out the latest treatments and
Our physical
and occupational
therapists
technologies
to benefit our patients.
And work with patients
specialized nurses, andinmany
other sessions.
experts.
El
Camino
daily therapy
therapy
focuses on reducing
all of our nurses,
staffPhysical
and volunteers
share
any postsurgical
pain to
orexcellence.
swelling,
and helping
you regain
our commitment
Together,
we
Hospital actively recruits
physi
cians
who
have
trained
at
our utmost
to bring
you
strength,do
balance,
and
range
ofcompassionate,
motion. You’ll begin working
comprehensive
medical
care
that
is
truly
with aincluding
physical therapist
the first day
after surgery. Occupational
top U.S. cancer facilities,
MD Anderson
Cancer
state-of-the-art.
Our key medical
specialties
therapy, which emphasizes the activities of daily living, such as
include cancer care, heart and vascular
and
bathing,
begins
on the medicine,
second day.Combining
Center, City of Hope, dressing
Stanford,
and
UCSF.
They genomic
collaborate
services,
neuroscience,
physical and
occupational
therapy
threeand
times daily is highly
urology,
ophthalmology,
orthopedic
on every case to create
a coordinated
treatment
plan
that
fits Most patients
effective,
leading
to
a faster
safer
recovery.
spine surgery,
weightand
loss
surgery,
and
health.in two to four days. Some patients
walk out ofwomen’s
the hospital

800-216-5556
•Pathology
services
In the spirit of innovation
born of our
Silicon Valley roots,
El Camino Hospital is bridging
that gap.
The Genomic
www.elcaminohospital.org
•Convenient
on-site
lab andMedicine
radiology services
Institute gives our physicians the infrastructure — and the
impetus — to explore the most compelling capabilities of
genomics, accelerate their adoption, and extend the benefits
to the people we serve.
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As an independent, nonprofit hospital
with campuses in Mountain View and
Los Gatos, we are empowered to do
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WORLD-CLASS CARE, PIONEERING
EXCEPTIONALPROGRAMS
COLLABORATION
Our commitment
to leading-edge
cardiac
and
vascular
Our unique shared vision
and entrepreneurial
environment
draw
some
of
care has led
to the development
programs
that
the field’s best and brightest
to practice
at the Heartof
&several
Vascular
Institute.
areisliterally
first of their
the world.
Our physician roster
a lineupthe
of experts
whokind
haveinmade
their names on
the cutting-edge of cardiac and vascular care. Here, collaborative care is the
Asianand
Heart
Center:case
Thisisprogram
is dedicated
to meeting
foundation of ourSouth
program,
a typical
often reviewed
by physicians
the needs
of our patients
of South
Asian
descent, who
suffer
from several cardiac
and vascular
specialties.
We draw
professionals
who
are
four times
more heart
disease
risk than
committed to working
together,
across
disciplines,
to other
bring populations.
best-in-classWhen
care
evaluating and treating this population for the risk factors of
to every patient.
ischemic heart disease, it is necessary to go well beyond traditional
screening
criteria.
Here,
offer comprehensive
screening
and
Our goal is always
to solve
cardiac
andwe
vascular
problems in the
least invasive
counseling
to
address
these
special
needs.
way, in order to promote healing, limit complications, and minimize risk.
Depending on a patient’s needs, treatment may be interventional (catheterInstitute
foreven
Innovation:
world-renowned
ization lab)Fogarty
or surgical,
or may
involveHeaded
a hybridby
procedure
that combines
cardiovascular
expert Tom
Fogarty, MD,
this educational
both. We also
offer state-of-the-art
diagnostic
imaging
capabilities,nonprofit
including
facility
an “incubator”
advanced CT,
MRI,offers
and 3-D
equipment.environment for medical innovators
looking to bring new technologies to market. Here, physicians,
engineers, and other professionals bridge their respective disciplines
Accredited Chest Pain Center
to turn ideas into devices that benefit patient care. Dr. Fogarty chose
In Mountain
View, we were
theElfirst
center
in the region
to be
certified
by
to collaborate
with
Camino
Hospital
because
of our
unyielding
the Societycommitment
of Chest PaintoCenters,
aftermedical
meeting
rigorous standards.
supporting
innovation.
Dr. FogartyStudies
has more
show Accredited
Chest
Painto
Centers
canand
typically
reduce mortality
than 100
patents
his name
is universally
recognizedbyas the
preeminent physician innovator of his generation.

Multidisciplinary Fellowship Program: With funding from the
El Camino Hospital Foundation, we sponsor a one-year postdoctoral
DISEASES AND CONDITIONS TREATED
fellowship program for two physicians chosen from the fields of
interventional cardiology, interventional radiology, vascular surgery,
•Aneurysm
•Peripheral vascular disease (PVD)
and cardiothoracic surgery. The fellows work side by side with
•Arrhythmia experts in each field, undergoing
•Strokecross-training
(TIA)
and getting
extensive
endovascular experience
areasdisease
such as acute stroke
•Carotid disease
(stenosis)
•Valvularin
heart
and
carotid
interventions,•Vascular
complexconditions
aneurysm repair,
renal and
•Congestive heart
failure
(CHF)
and diseases
mesenteric intervention, (blood
and all vessels)
aspects of lower-extremity
•Coronary artery disease
(CAD) including limb salvage.
intervention,
•Vein disease
•Heart attack
•Hypertension (high blood pressure)

www.elcaminohospital.org/heart

800-216-5556

•Women’s heart health

37 percent. One of the main differentiators is the time it takes for a patient to
be assessed and diagnosed, and then receive treatment after arriving at the
emergency department. We consistently achieve door-to-treatment times
that are considerably faster than the national standard of 90 minutes. In fact,
our recent best practice door-to-treatment time is just 42.3 minutes.

The Heart & Vascular Institute at El Camino Hospital

Interventional
services
in Mountain
View
is a beat ahead in cardiac and vascular

Our state-of-the-art cardiac catheterization lab enables us to treat patients

care.
We and
offerefficiently
outstanding
services
for cardiac,
vascular,
quickly
for a variety
of heart
and vascular
blockages and diseases.
In addition to offering the full range of standard procedures (angioplasty,

and
stroke patients. Ours is the area’s only truly comprestenting, and atherectomy), our cath lab team specializes in some of the
most advanced
and technologies:
hensive
program,procedures
offering advanced
services at every stage

Carotid artery stenting: We are a leader in the Western United States in this

of care,
fromwhich
diagnosis
to treatment
to rehabilitation.
Our the carotid
procedure,
was approved
by the FDA
in 2004. After clearing
artery, physicians
carefully
place
a stent
keephave
it open
and help
outstanding
outcomes
and
quality
oftocare
earned
usprevent stroke.
Cryoplasty: This procedure, sometimes called “angioplasty on ice,” was

awards,
accolades,
andJames
professional
certifications,
and our
developed
here by Dr.
Joye to treat
peripheral vascular
disease (PVD).
It has been
highly
successful
in helping
avoid
expressed
goal
is to
take cardiac
andpatients
vascular
careamputation.
in the
Percutaneous bypass: In this innovative procedure, pioneered by our

region
to a higher
level. Now
weultrasound
have added
another
cardiologists,
physicians
use athat
special
device
that threads
campus to the El Camino Hospital family, we are working

About El Camino Hospital

WORLD-CLASS
CARE, EXCEPTIONAL
through the
legs to detect blockage.
Some studies COLLABORATION
have shown this procedure
As an independent,
nonprofit
to achieve Our
the same
outcome
a traditional
“open” surgery,
yet hospital
it requires
unique
shared as
vision
and with
entrepreneurial
environment
draw some of
campuses in Mountain View and
only a skinthe
puncture
general
anesthesia.
field’s and
bestno
and
brightest
to
the
Heart &toVascular
Institute.
Lospractice
Gatos, weat
are
empowered
do
Our
physician
rosterWe
is aare
lineup
of experts
who
have
theirtonames on
whatever
it takes
to bring
the finest
Valve repair
and
replacement:
actively
leading
the
way you
inmade
research
quality
care. Our
administrative
leadership
thebest
cutting-edge
of and
cardiac
and
vascular
care.
Here,
collaborative
evaluate the
approaches
devices
for minimally
invasive
repair
andcare is the
helps
foster acase
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actively seek out the latest treatments and
committed to working together,
across disciplines, to bring best-in-class care
technologies to benefit our patients. And
to every patient.
all of our nurses, staff and volunteers share
Surgical care
our commitment to excellence. Together, we

We offer the full range of cardiac and thoracic surgical procedures normally
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to bring
you compassionate,
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and
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associated with large medical centers, along
with a well-established
reputacomprehensive
medical care that
is truly
way, in order to promote healing,
limit complications,
and
minimize risk.
tion for successful outcomes. Whenever state-of-the-art.
possible, we use key
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Centers can typically reduce mortality by
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on expanding services into our new facility in Los Gatos.
2500 Grant Road
Electrophysiology
DISEASES AND CONDITIONS TREATED
Mountain
CAnew
94040
Our facilities include an electrophysiology
lab that View,
breaks
technological
ground. We
offer patients a complete range of treatments
for arrhythmia
•Aneurysm
•Peripheral
vascular disease (PVD)
800-216-5556
and atrial•Arrhythmia
fibrillation, including implantable cardiac
defibrillators,
•Stroke
(TIA) ablation
www.elcaminohospital.org
techniques, and sophisticated cardiac mapping. We also offer remote
•Carotid disease (stenosis)
•Valvular heart disease

•Congestive heart failure (CHF)

37 percent. One of the main differentiators is the time it takes for a patient to
be assessed and diagnosed, and then receive treatment after arriving at the
emergency department. We consistently achieve door-to-treatment times
that are considerably faster than the national standard of 90 minutes. In fact,
our recent best practice door-to-treatment time is just 42.3 minutes.

Overview of Services

Interventional services
Our state-of-the-art cardiac catheterization lab enables us to treat patients
reading of pacemakers
and other for
defibrillator
And
severalblockages
of our and diseases.
quickly and efficiently
a variety ofdevices.
heart and
vascular
experts specialize
in thetoremoval
leads
previous
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In addition
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fullfrom
range
of standard
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highly complicated
stenting,technique.
and atherectomy), our cath lab team specializes in some of the
most advanced procedures and technologies:
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Carotid artery stenting: We are a leader in the Western United States in this
Our Cardiacprocedure,
& Pulmonary
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provides
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which was approved by the FDA in 2004. After clearing the carotid
services for artery,
those physicians
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recovering
cardiac,
vascular,
andhelp prevent stroke.
carefully
placefrom
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to keep
it open and
pulmonary conditions. Our rehabilitation team includes registered nurses,
Cryoplasty:exercise
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calledmultidisciplinary
“angioplasty on ice,” was
respiratory therapists,
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and other
here by Dr. James Joye to treat peripheral vascular disease (PVD).
health care developed
professionals.
It has been highly successful in helping patients avoid amputation.
The CPWC also
offers enhanced
external
(EECP®)
for
Percutaneous
bypass:
In this counterpulsation
innovative procedure,
pioneered
by our
the treatment
of angina. This
noninvasive
is administered
cardiologists,
physicians
use atreatment
special ultrasound
device on
that threads
an outpatient basis.
Clinical trials
Patients of the Heart & Vascular Institute have access to the latest medicines,
devices, and techniques, because we are dedicated to investing in the program
to stay on the forefront of cardiac and vascular care. Our physicians are participating in a variety of clinical trials, giving patients access to new experimental
therapies for conditions that may not respond adequately to existing
approaches, and helping to advance treatment technologies for the region.

•Vascular conditions and diseases
(blood vessels)

•Coronary artery disease (CAD)

©2009 El Camino
Hospital
•Vein
disease

•Heart attack
Our physician
roster is a lineup
of experts
who have made their names on the cutting-edge of cardiac and vascular care.
E-1501_HVIservicesSep09
•Women’s heart health
•Hypertension (high blood pressure)

Need a specialist referral? Visit our
www.elcaminohospital.org/heart
Web site or call the
El Camino Hospital
Health Line
at 800-216-5556.
800-216-5556

(see next page)

PIONEERING PROGRAMS
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Surgical care
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recovery.
Typical surgical
procefacility offers an “incubator” environment for medical innovators
dures include:
looking to bring new technologies to market. Here, physicians,
•Valve repair and replacement (can sometimes be handled in the cath lab)
engineers, and other professionals bridge their respective disciplines
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(including
minimally
vein harvesting
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to turn
ideas into
devicesinvasive
that benefit
patient care.
Dr.arterial
Fogarty
chose
to collaborate
with(off-pump)
El Camino Hospital because of our unyielding
•Beating-heart
surgery
commitment to supporting medical innovation. Dr. Fogarty has more
•Abdominal and thoracic aneurysm repair
than 100 patents to his name and is universally recognized as the
•Mazepreeminent
proceduresphysician
for atrial fibrillation
innovator of his generation.
•Thoracic surgery
Multidisciplinary Fellowship Program: With funding from the
El Camino Hospital Foundation, we sponsor a one-year postdoctoral
Electrophysiology
fellowship program for two physicians chosen from the fields of
Our facilities include an electrophysiology lab that breaks new technological
interventional cardiology, interventional radiology, vascular surgery,
ground. We offer patients a complete range of treatments for arrhythmia
and cardiothoracic surgery. The fellows work side by side with
and atrial fibrillation, including implantable cardiac defibrillators, ablation
experts in each field, undergoing cross-training and getting
techniques, and sophisticated cardiac mapping. We also offer remote
extensive endovascular experience in areas such as acute stroke
and carotid interventions, complex aneurysm repair, renal and
mesenteric intervention, and all aspects of lower-extremity
intervention, including limb salvage.
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El Camino Hospital Color Palette

El Camino Hospital Color Palette

El Camino Hospital Public Website and Digital Applications

The El Camino Hospital brand color system is complex and highly customized. Color is an essential part of our look
and feel and achieving the best possible match in all formats is critical. The colors for the El Camino Hospital brand
identity should not vary and must be used consistently. Our wide selection of secondary support colors provides
the opportunity to create consistent, compelling communications. To insure color consistency, we provide our
palettes in .ase files, which can be easily loaded into a number of different software programs.

Accent Colors

Web Typography

These neutral colors may be used in support of all other colors, adding the flexibility of subtle tones and accent colors
to all marketing materials.

MetaPro and Arial are the only fonts approved for use in the El Camino Hospital website.

MetaPro, Bitmap and sIFR Font
Identit y Colors

ECH LIGHT GRAY

The identity palette indicates the El Camino Hospital corporate colors, which are used in creating the brand identity.
These colors may also be used in combination with other approved colors for marketing and communications materials.

PANTONE 420 C
PANTONE 420U
CMYK 6C, 4M, 7Y, 11K
RGB 219R, 219G, 219B

ECH SHELL

ECH SAND

MetaPro Medium and Bold are designated for use in heads and page titles. The site utilizes sIFR technology - Scalable
Inman Flash Replacement. Where the user doesn’t have Flash installed or has disabled it, the font will default to Arial.
In some cases a bitmap version of page titles and heads can be used. For more information on sIFR, go to: http://wiki.
novemberborn.net/sifr.

ECH ICE BLUE

PANTONE 7401 C
CMYK 0C, 5M, 25Y, 0K

PANTONE 7500 C
BRIDGE 7501

PANTONE 7541 C

PANTONE 7499 U
CMYK 1C, 2M, 20Y, 0K

PANTONE 7500 U
BRIDGE 7501

CMYK 10C, 3M, 2Y, 2K

RGB 245R, 242G, 162B

CMYK 0C, 4M, 20Y, 7K

PANTONE 7541 U
RGB 229R, 234G, 234B

MetaPro Medium

RGB 238R, 224G, 164B

ECH BLUE

ECH ORANGE
PANTONE 158 C

PANTONE 432 C

PANTONE 660 U

PANTONE 158 U

PANTONE 432 U

CMYK 91C, 53M, 0Y, 0K

CMYK 0C, 64M, 95Y, 0K

CMYK 67C, 45M, 27Y, 70K

RGB 54R, 84G, 168B

RGB 244R, 111G, 39B

RGB 73R, 86G, 96B

While our palette offers a lot of choice and flexibility, we have dedicated specific colors to signal key service lines and
entities in certain applications.
Red: Norma Melchor Heart & Vascular Institute
Purple: Women’s Health
Teal: Cancer Center
Navy Blue: Genomic Medicine Institute
Chartreuse: Orthopedic Institute
Medium Grey: Anything that does not fall
under one of the above entities

Supporting Colors
The supporting color palette includes a diverse range of colors. Specific colors have been identified to represent key
service lines at El Camino Hospital. In addition, this palette serves as a resource for coding or organizing information,
while providing some flexibility and creative freedom through the use of approved accent colors. When using the
supporting colors, please consult with Monica Frankel, the graphic communications specialist for El Camino Hospital.

Norma Melchor
Heart & Vascular
Institute

ECH RED
PANTONE 1805 C
PANTONE 1805 U
CMYK 5C, 96M, 76Y, 21K
RGB 175R, 40G, 46B

Women’s Health

Cancer Center

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Key Service Line Colors

ECH DARK GRAY

PANTONE 660 C

Orthopedic
Institute

ECH PURPLE

ECH TEAL

ECH CHARTREUSE

ECH NAVY BLUE

PANTONE 683 C
CMYK 23C, 88M, 11Y, 47K

PANTONE 315 C
CMYK 100C, 8M, 18Y, 38K

PANTONE 399 C
CMYK 14C, 10M, 100Y, 35K

PANTONE 228 U
CMYK 15C, 100M, 11Y, 41K

PANTONE 3145 U
CMYK 100C, 5M, 20Y, 22K

PANTONE 3975 U
CMYK 6C, 9M, 100Y, 22K

PANTONE 654 C
BRIDGE 294
CMYK 100C, 68M, 7Y, 28K

RGB 132R, 39G, 86B

RGB 0R, 109G, 140B

RGB 155R, 153G, 15B

PANTONE 294 U
CMYK 100C, 68M, 7Y, 28K
RGB 15R, 45G, 95B

HEX # 495660

Norma Melchor
Heart & Vascular
Institute

Orthopedic
Institute

Women’s Health

Cancer Center

ECH RED

ECH CHARTREUSE

ECH PURPLE

ECH TEAL

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Genomic Medicine
Institute

Genomic Medicine
Institute

ECH NAVY BLUE

Neuroscience
Institute

ECH VIOLET

All other HTML text will be in Arial. The basic style sheet is shown here. Boldface type and other limited sizes are also
employed throughout the site.
Fonts:
font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
font-size: 12px;
line-height: 15px;
color: #000;
margin: 0;
padding: 0;

Adobe Swatch Echange (ASE) Files
Adobe swatch exchange files have been created so that you can instantly upload our palette into Adobe Illustrator,
Photoshop and InDesign. The color names appear exactly the same across applications as long as your color settings are
synchronized. To obtain the ASE files that have been set up for the hospital’s palette, contact Monica Frankel, graphic
communications specialist for El Camino Hospital, at 650-988-8348, monica.frankel@elcaminohospital.org.

PANTONE 2617 U
CMYK 79C, 100M, 0Y, 15K
RGB 87R, 6G, 140B

ECH GOLD

ECH DARK GREEN

ECH FOREST GREEN

ECH DARK ORANGE

PANTONE 1245 C
CMYK 7C, 35M, 100Y, 13K

PANTONE 575 C
CMYK 57C, 11M, 85Y, 45K

PANTONE 3298 C
CMYK 100C, 8M, 59Y, 38K

PANTONE 167 C
CMYK 3C, 78M, 100Y, 15K

PANTONE 175 C
BRIDGE 1685

PANTONE 430 C

PANTONE 110 U
CMYK 2C, 24M, 100Y, 7K

PANTONE 377U
CMYK 51C, 5M, 98Y, 23K

PANTONE 3288 U
CMYK 100C, 3M, 58Y, 16K

PANTONE 718 U
CMYK 0C, 65M, 100Y, 4K

PANTONE 175 U
BRIDGE 1685

CMYK 33C, 18M, 13Y, 37K

RGB 191R, 147G, 42B

RGB 83R, 109G, 52B

RGB 14R, 113G, 142B

RGB 186R, 87G, 30B

CMYK 11C, 82M, 100Y, 48K

ECH BROWN

HTML Text Font

ECH MEDIUM GRAY

NOTE: There are specific guidelines on how to use the color palette on the following pages.

PANTONE 2597 C
CMYK 78C, 94M, 0Y, 0K

ECH GRAY
RGB 73R, 86G, 96B

MetaPro Bold

font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
font-size: 12px;
font-weight: bold;
line-height: 15px;
color: #000;
margin: 0;
padding: 0;

ECH MEDIUM GRAY

Links:
a: link, a: active
color: #2f3ba9;
text-decoration: none;
a: visited
color: #2f3ba9;
text-decoration: none;

ECH TEXT
RGB 0R, 0G, 0B
HEX # 000000

a: hover
color: #000;
text-decoration: underline;

PANTONE 430 U
RGB 139R, 142G, 144B

RGB 124R, 58G, 54B
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Secondary Graphics

Photography

The consistent use of secondary support graphics plays an important role in building the brand, helping to
unify a wide array of materials across multiple usages and media. These secondary graphics include a simple
arc, horizontal banding of color and images and transparent color bars.

Photography is a vital component of the El Camino Hospital brand identity system. Both imagery content and style selections
are critical to supporting the brand. We use empowered, heroic imagery to depict both our staff and our patients. Patients and
community members are depicted as engaged information seekers with healthy, active lifestyles. People can be smiling or simply
appear confident and positive.

Corporate Website and Exterior Signage

Photographic Style and Selection Process

A vertical arc can be used in a number of
ways to present the brand in a
consistent and compelling manner.

p.70

Empowered Everyday People
Choose “regular” people, alone or in pairs. People should appear healthy
and be looking at the camera with either a smile or a calm, confident
expression. Photos are cropped relatively tightly to emphasize faces. Most of
these photos show people living their lives. Occasionally someone is featured
undergoing a medical procedure or sitting in a hospital bed. When this
approach is called for, avoid photos of people who are very ill or are hooked up
to a lot of intimidating equipment.
Medical Personnel
Our campaign features medical personnel as “health care heros”. We use both
stock and custom photos of actual El Camino Hospital personnel. These can
be close-ups or tight shots of doctors and nurses at work. Doctors and nurses
should be depicted looking at the camera with calm, confident expressions.
Smiling is fine, provided the subject matter is not too somber. Medical scenarios
should be well-lit, feature no more than three people and be easy to understand.

Collateral Material
Use of color in upper and lower cover bands
based on service line category.

Technical Images
Use close-ups of high-tech equipment, medical instruments, monitors,
and machines. These images are displayed enclosed in boxes, often
within a photo strip, and composition should be tight and interesting.
Care should be taken to select images that make sense in context of the
brochure – for example, test tubes might work in a brochure about lab
tests, but not in a piece about surgery.

The VERTICAL arc is a strong element.
Monochromatic patterns/images.
Strong horizontals and verticals in layout.
Photos are arranged in strip form with
translucent white bands around photo strips.

Pattern Images
These monochromatic images are used to add texture to large areas of
color. As much as possible, these images should show technology, where
appropriate. The pattern images should be legible without distracting
from other photography on the page. Please avoid using people in the
pattern images.

Imagery
On the cover, a translucent band frames the
strip of photos and overlaps the color above
and below the photo strip.

Non-Technical Images
These images should be close up and fit the subject matter, such as a
rattle in a brochure about labor and delivery or a cup of coffee, note pad
and pen in a brochure about a seminar or support group.

The cover photo strips have an accent color rule
at the top and bottom edges.
Monochromatic pattern images are consistent
within each service line.

El Camino Hospital Brand Identity Guidelines, 2013
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Photography

Photography

Important Selection Considerations

Ex amples

p.35

Light and Color
Light should be fresh and cool, and allow for crisp, clean color. The photography should be strong enough to hold its
own against El Camino Hospital’s rich, bold color palette.
Outdoor light is fine for real people shots, as long as the color is right (no golden sunset shots, washed out high noon
colors, stark shadows, etc).
Age and Ethnicity
Our imagery should represent the ethnic diversity of our community and staff as well as reflect our audience, which
includes primarily Caucasians and people of Asian and South Asian descent. The African-American and Hispanic
communities should be reflected as well.
Context
The art director or designer must understand the purpose and content of the material. For example, it would not make
sense to show older babies in a brochure about newborns, or people playing basketball in a piece about palliative care.
Remember that the hospital is located in the Bay Area. Lifestyle photos with a lot of snow or a desert backdrop will not
have that local feel.

Content: Background is Vital
The photo on left is unacceptable because the background
is a studio backdrop. The photo on the right has a real
background and the composition is more dynamic.

Quality of Light
Although the photo on the left feels real, the subjects are not
well lit, making it unacceptable.

Content: Authenticity and Connection
The photo on the left looks staged compared
to the photo on the right, and the subject is not
looking at the viewer.

Light: Colorcast
Photos in which the lighting has a strong colorcast,
such as the photo on the left, should be avoided.
Choose photos with cool, clear light.

Photo “strips”
El Camino Hospital brochures call for the use of a strip of photos on all but the narrow size covers. Strips of photos can
also be used on the inside if desired. These strips should be cohesive in color and lighting, creating the impression of a
color band. Photo strip colors can either harmonize or contrast with the main layout.
Examples of photo strips in which
the colors of the images create an
even tone throughout the strip.

Examples of how the even tone of
the photo strip colors (or the cover
photo on the narrow brochures) can
either harmonize or contrast with
the color of the main layout. The
same principle applies to use of
single photos in narrow brochures.

HEALTH LIBRARY & RESOURCE CENTER

About El Camino Hospital
CANCER CENTER AT EL CAMINO HOSPITAL

an independent, nonprofit hospital
The Cancer Center at El Camino HospitalAsoffers
with campuses in Mountain View and
world-class care in a pleasant, nurturing environment.
Gatos, we are empowered to do
Our services and resources are centralized forLos
patient
whatever it takes to bring you the finest
convenience: Patients can see their oncologist and other
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a dynamic, collaborative, innovative
environment. El Camino Hospital physicians

part of the hospital campus. This also makes it easier
for ourEl Camino Hospital physicians
environment.

dedicated to helping El Camino Hospital
oncologists, surgeons, radiation oncologists,
pathologists,
actively seek out the latest treatments ®
actively seek out the latest treatments
various specialists to work closely together.
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patients, their families, and the comand technologies to benefit our patients.
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specialized nurses, and many other experts.
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The Health Library & Resource Center is a
community health services benefit that relies
on community support. If you are interested in
making a donation, please call 650-940-7210
or go to healthlib@elcaminohospital.org.
You can also make an online donation that
will directly benefit the Health Library &
Resource Center. Simply visit our website
at www.elcaminohospital.org/foundation,
select “Donate Now,” and designate “Health
Library & Resource Center” when making the
donation. We thank you for your support!

medicine, urology, orthopedic and spine
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information
of management
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in counseling
the hospital
•Tumor Board

will be available to assist you.

•Pathology services

TWO LOCATIONS

hospital
campus in Mountain View.
Mountain
View campus:
2500 Grant Road
Mountain View, CA 94040
Los Gatos campus:
815 Pollard Road

Mountain View campus:
2500 Grant Road
Mountain View, CA 94040

FREE AND OPEN
TO
THEcampus:
PUBLIC
Los
Gatos

•Convenient on-site lab and radiology services Los Gatos, CA 95032

CANCER CENTER

For a more detailed look at our

Current trials
capabilities, please visit our Web site
See our website
for trials currently open
at www.elcaminohospital.org.
(www.elcaminohospital.org/cancer/clinical_
trials/). Ask your doctor if clinical trials are
right for you.
For more information, call our clinical trials
2500
Road,
coordinator
at Grant
650-988-7623.

STAYING INDEPENDENT

815 Pollard Road
Los Gatos, CA 95032

800-216-5556
www.elcaminohospital.org

800-216-5556
www.elcaminohospital.org
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As an independent, nonprofit hospital
with campuses in Mountain View and
Los Gatos, we are empowered to do
whatever it takes to bring you the finest
quality care. Our leadership helps foster
a dynamic, collaborative, innovative
environment. El Camino Hospital physicians
actively seek out the latest treatments
and technologies to benefit our patients.
And all of our nurses, staff, and volunteers
share our commitment to excellence.
Together, we do our utmost to bring you
compassionate, comprehensive medical
care that is truly state-of-the-art. Our key
medical specialties include cancer care,
heart and vascular services, genomic
medicine, urology, orthopedic and spine
surgery, rehabilitation services, senior
health, and women’s health.

Overview of Services
El Camino Hospital is pleased to
offer our patients the opportunity
to participate in the latest cancer
research studies and have access to
the latest cancer treatments. We
partner with pharmaceutical companies
and device manufacturers, as well as
major cancer research organizations
such as the National Cancer Institute
and the Bay Area Tumor Institute. If

Clinical Trials

For a more detailed look at our
capabilities, please visit our website
at www.elcaminohospital.org.

Light: Shadow Strength
The photo on the left has a hard contrast between
shadow and light areas. Lighting should be more even.

you are eligible and interested in a trial
held at El Camino Hospital’s Cancer
Center, you can still continue to receive
care right here in our community.

2500 Grant Road
Mountain View, CA 94040

650-940-7000
www.elcaminohospital.org
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Need a doctor referral? Visit our
Web site or call the El Camino Hospital
Health Line at 800-216-5556.
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